PURPOSE. Previous studies that measured liquefaction and oxygen content in human vitreous suggested that exposure of the lens to excess oxygen causes nuclear cataracts. Here, we developed a computational model that reproduced available experimental oxygen distributions for intact and degraded human vitreous in physiologic and environmentally perturbed conditions. After validation, the model was used to estimate how age-related changes in vitreous physiology and structure alter oxygen levels at the lens.
I
n normal human eyes, the lens is separated from the retina by the transparent, acellular vitreous body. Functions attributed to the vitreous gel include driving growth of the eye during embryonic development and acting as a viscoelastic mechanical damper following birth. 1 Although the gel is initially homogeneous, aging leads to structural anisotropy and degeneration in the vitreous body. This process is characterized by the formation of fluid-filled spaces in the central vitreous, detachment of the vitreous from the retina, and an overall loss in water content. [2] [3] [4] Although vitreous degeneration, or liquefaction, usually occurs without incident, persistent adhesion at the vitreoretinal interface can lead to retinal tears, detachments, macular holes, and epiretinal membranes. 5 Even when gel liquefaction and posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) occur without incident to the retina, pathophysiological changes accrue at the lens. A potential reason for this is that vitreous liquefaction (or surgical removal of the vitreous gel through pars plana vitrectomy) increases convective motion and fluid circulation in the vitreous chamber, which enhances transport of oxygen from the retina to the lens. 6 Because the retina requires a continuous supply of oxygen to support visual processes, 7 and the lens is normally in a hypoxic environment, 8 oxygen gradients exist across the vitreous body in vivo. [9] [10] [11] Following vitrectomy, oxygen content increases near the posterior lens capsule, 12 thereby increasing the risk for oxidative damage and the concurrent development of nuclear cataracts. 13 Coupled with the recently demonstrated ability of ascorbate in the vitreous gel to consume oxygen, 14 these studies collectively indicate a protective role for the intact vitreous in preventing nuclear sclerotic cataracts.
Oxygen content in the vitreous has been measured experimentally using invasive and noninvasive methods. Direct oxygen measurement in human vitreous during retinal surgery using intraocular probes requires accessing the gel through the pars plana of the ciliary body. In particular, fiber-optic sensors have provided accurate measures of oxygen content with high spatial resolution, 15 but are constrained by limitations in sampling location, due to the invasive nature of the procedure. To circumvent these issues, noninvasive magnetic resonance imaging techniques to assess vitreous oxygen content have been explored, 16 permitting the more feasible acquisition of longitudinal datasets. 17 However, limitations in precision and spatial resolution have prevented the acquisition of detailed intravitreal oxygen profiles with this method.
To address some of these experimental and technological limitations, we use a complementary, computational approach to explore oxygen distributions in the human vitreous. Similar mathematical approaches have been used to help explain Copyright 2013 The Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology, Inc. www.iovs.org j ISSN: 1552-5783 measured oxygen concentration profiles across the retina, [18] [19] [20] cornea, 21, 22 and the lens capsule. 8 In particular, Linsenmeier et al. 11 studied steady-state and time-dependent oxygen distributions in feline vitreous using a 1-D Fickian diffusion analysis. 11 Building on this earlier work, here we use a finite-element approach to explore oxygen distributions in the human vitreous, including realistic eye geometry, concentrationdependent oxygen consumption in the vitreous and lens, and spatially varying retinal oxygen content, in both normal and perturbed intraocular conditions. Model inputs are chosen based on experimentally derived human data. When human data were not available, values were taken from representative animal models, with the impact of such assumptions explored via parameter studies.
We begin by determining concentration-dependent, ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption rates in human vitreous from experimental data. Using these, and other relevant experimental data, we assemble a steady-state computational model to estimate intravitreal oxygen distributions in physiologic conditions. After showing that the model reasonably reflects experimental measurements of oxygen content, we show the impact of underlying model assumptions and parameters, and explore the effects of hyperoxic and hypoxic environmental perturbations, mimicking conditions such as long-term hyperbaric oxygen therapy and diabetic retinopathy. Lastly, we use the model to estimate how common age-related vitreous pathologies, such as liquefaction and partial vitreous detachment affect oxygen levels in the vitreous. The significance of these structural changes and their potential role in the etiology of nuclear cataracts is discussed and future opportunities for the acquisition of experimental data to improve our understanding of oxygen distribution in the vitreous are highlighted. Together, this study provides insight into how oxygen transport between the retina and lens is regulated and how common age-related changes in vitreous structure affect this process. These data should be useful for designing surgeries to resolve retinal pathology while minimizing postoperative damage to the lens.
METHODS

Model Geometry and Governing Equations
An axisymmetric model for the human vitreous was created using finite-element modeling software (COMSOL Multiphysics v.4.2; The COMSOL Group, Burlington, MA) with lens geometry similar to that used in previous studies (see Fig.  2A ). 23, 24 The retina spans from the posterior pole to the ora serrata, located equidistant between the center of the lens and the eye equator. Finite-element meshes were made sufficiently dense such that further refinement did not significantly affect the solutions.
Steady-state oxygen transport was modeled using Fick's Law of Diffusion. In certain cases, as discussed later, we included the effects of convective motion to justify assumptions made about the absolute diffusivity of the system. Including this component gives the mass balance equation:
where c is oxygen concentration, u is the velocity vector, D is the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in water, and q is the ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption of the vitreous. 
Vitreous Structure and Ascorbate-Dependent Oxygen Consumption
In a previous study, we measured ascorbate-dependent oxygen consumption in vitreous removed at the beginning of vitrectomy surgery in a series of 62 human patients. 14 Here, we use these experimental data to estimate a concentrationdependent relationship for ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption in the vitreous. Briefly, during a standard 3-port pars plana vitrectomy and before infusion, a 1-mL syringe was connected to the vitrectomy probe and undiluted samples (0.25-0.3 mL) were slowly drawn from the vitreous core. Samples were independently graded on a subjective 5-point elasticity scale (1 ¼ firm gel, 5 ¼ most fluid) by the retinal surgeon and the ocular surgeon handling the samples after removal (assessment by these two graders seldom differed). This allowed the vitreous to be divided into three groups: intact gel vitreous (gel grade 3); more liquefied vitreous (gel grade > 3); and previous vitrectomy (mixture of residual vitreous and aqueous). Following removal and grading, samples were transferred into a sealed glass tube and an optical oxygen sensor (Oxylab fiber optic oxygen sensor; Oxford Optronix Ltd., Abingdon, Oxford, UK) was inserted through a septum at one end and the rate of oxygen consumption was measured for at least 2 hours at 358C in the dark.
14 Oxygen content in all groups (sampled at t ¼ 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes) was fit with a single exponential, with the derivative of this function giving the consumption rate. Plotting rate as a function of concentration suggested that ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption (q in Equation 1) to be reasonably approximated by a hyperbolic function (analogous to Michaelis-Menten kinetics; see Fig. 1 ). Because ascorbate removal by treatment of isolated vitreous with ascorbate oxidase completely eliminated the ability of the vitreous to consume oxygen, we assume that ascorbate is the sole oxygen consumer in the vitreous. 14 
Oxygen Consumption by the Lens
To our knowledge, oxygen consumption has not been measured in physiologic conditions in the human lens. However, a recent study in humans found increased oxygen content at locations anterior and posterior to the lens following cataract surgery compared with having an intact lens, suggesting that human lens tissue consumes oxygen. 12 In vitro studies in guinea pig and cow have also shown that the lens consumes oxygen, but consumption rates were measured in nonphysiologic (hyperoxic) conditions. 8 Alternatively, in an in vivo rabbit study, a relatively linear relationship between oxygen content and consumption rate was found across the posterior lens surface in normoxic conditions. 25 Importantly, ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption is small in rabbits, which permits consumption rates at the posterior surface of the lens to be calculated directly without correcting for consumption in the vitreous. 14, 26 As a first approximation, we use this linear relation to guide the consumption (outflow) boundary condition at the posterior side of the lens (see Fig.  2A ). Because this parameter has not been measured directly in humans, we show the effects of varying the contribution of lens consumption on intravitreal oxygen content in Figure 3 .
Oxygen Supply From the Inner Retina (but Not the Aqueous Humor)
The inner retina is composed of a complex network of oxygen sources (arteries, arterioles) and sinks (veins, venules) of variable length, diameter, tortuosity, and branching that vary between individuals. 27 Rather than try to model this network explicitly, we assume an average oxygen concentration at the inner retina of approximately 20 mm Hg, as previously reported. 6, 7, 28 (The suitability of this assumption is investigated in Fig. 5 .) To our knowledge, spatial gradients in average intravitreal oxygen content ranging from the posterior pole to the ora serrata have not been quantified in humans. Previous studies found decreasing oxygen content at the vitreoretinal interface with increasing distance from the optic disk in rabbit, 25 but not in cat. 29 Magnetic resonance-based techniques in humans have remained inconclusive in this regard. 17, 30, 31 Therefore, we explore the effects of varying this distribution in Figure 4 . For the baseline model, we assume a mild dependence of oxygen inflow with retinal position, linearly decreasing PO 2 from 22.5 mm Hg at the posterior pole to 17.5 mm Hg at the ora serrata (see Fig. 2A ).
To simulate hyperoxic and hypoxic conditions, we increase or decrease the retinal oxygen profile in a stepwise manner. Previously, Holekamp et al. 10 found lower oxygen tension in the midvitreous of diabetic humans, but measurements at the vitreoretinal interface were not performed. In long-term diabetic cats, oxygen tension at the inner retina was found to be less than half that of controls. 32 On the other hand, 100% oxygen exposure increased inner retinal and vitreous PO 2 by a factor of 3 in cats (»20-60 mm Hg), a change regulated in part by large increases in choroidal PO 2 (»80-240 mm Hg). 33, 34 As a first approximation, these experimental studies provide a PO 2 perturbation window for the hypoxia and hyperoxia simulations (up to a factor of 3).
Despite the proximity of the highly vascularized ciliary body, a recent study in humans found lower oxygen tension in the aqueous humor of the posterior chamber than in the anterior vitreous body in unoperated eyes, eyes with previous vitrectomy, and eyes with previous cataract surgery. 12 Presumably, the ciliary epithelial cells consume the majority of the oxygen delivered by the ciliary body vasculature in order to produce the adenosine triphosphate required for aqueous secretion. The low oxygen tension in the posterior chamber would exclude the ciliary body as a source of oxygen for the anterior vitreous. Moreover, low oxygen levels were found beneath the iris, suggesting that little or no oxygen is contributed by the iris vasculature or other anterior sources (e.g., transport across the cornea) to the vitreous chamber. Hence, as a first approximation, we exclude the aqueous humor as a source of oxygen in this model.
Age-Related Changes in Oxygen Transport
Common structural changes in the vitreous that occur with age include liquefaction and detachment from the retina. Liquefaction is thought to originate in the vitreous core, as characterized by the formation of fluid-filled lacunae. 2, 4, 35 Several studies have shown a significant role for convective transport in Newtonian fluids occupying the vitreous chamber. 24, 36, 37 Because saccadic eye motions generate complex viscoelastic deformations and flow patterns that would be difficult to prescribe a priori in the model, we approximate increases in absolute oxygen diffusivity due to liquefaction (taking into account both diffusive and convective effects) by increasing the diffusion constant. To support this approach, we show that including random fluid motion (on the order of experimentally measured scleral velocities) 38 leads to comparable effects on oxygen transport (see Fig. 7 ). In other words, increasing the absolute diffusivity of oxygen in liquefied FIGURE 3. Lens consumption parameter study. PO 2 is plotted along the vitreous midline from the inner retina to the posterior surface of the lens. Increasing consumption decreases PO 2 in the anterior vitreous (>6 mm axial distance from the retina) with little effect on the posterior vitreous. Guided by experimental data from rabbits, we use a consumption rate of 0.02 lL/h/mm Hg as baseline (yellow curve) in this study. 2 ) was recorded in a 1-mm window at the vitreous core (blue) and near the pars plana (PP, green). A strong gradient in oxygen inflow (upper right) leads to higher PO 2 in the core relative to the pars plana (quantified lower right). Constant oxygen inflow (upper left) or the mild gradient used in the baseline model (see Fig. 2 ) show the opposite trend, similar to distributions measured experimentally (lower right).
vitreous, whether through diffusive or convective mechanisms, yields similar steady-state results. Although convective transport dominates when Newtonian fluids reside in the vitreous chamber, 36 we note that some experimental studies have reported increases in diffusive transport in liquefied relative to intact vitreous. 39 Concurrent with liquefaction, the vitreous often detaches from the posterior retina through mechanisms that are not well understood. 40 We investigate the effect of posterior vitreous detachment on oxygen transport in the model through a change in geometry as shown in Figure 9A .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Liquefied Vitreous and Samples From Eyes With Previous Vitrectomy Consume Less Oxygen Than Intact Vitreous
In a previous study, we measured the rate of ascorbatemediated oxygen consumption in human vitreous during 2 hours of incubation immediately following vitrectomy. To simplify the analysis in that study, consumption rates were only reported during the first half hour of testing and concentrationdependent effects were not considered in the analysis. Here, we reanalyze these data, fitting the raw oxygen consumption data with single exponential curves (n ¼ 62 samples). The closed form derivatives of these curves give the oxygen consumption rates for each sample at the experimentally measured oxygen concentrations. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 1 . Samples are divided into three groups as previously described: samples from intact vitreous (n ¼ 26), more liquefied vitreous (n ¼ 20), and those from eyes with previous vitrectomy (n ¼ 16). Rapid increases in consumption rate between 0 and 10 mm Hg of oxygen followed by rate stabilization at higher oxygen concentrations was indicative of Michaelis-Menten like reaction kinetics, as previously proposed. [41] [42] [43] Hence, consumption data were fit with a single hyperbolic function (see Fig. 1 ) to mathematically estimate concentration-dependent ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption rates between groups. Consistent with our earlier analysis, we found ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption to be highest in intact vitreous with similar consumption rates found in liquefied vitreous and samples from eyes with previous vitrectomy (Fig. 1 ).
14 Previously, we hypothesized that constant transport of ascorbate into the vitreous, combined with increased oxygen transport and mixing due to vitreous liquefaction, results in the lower ascorbate levels and the slower oxygen consumption rates observed in liquefied samples. 14 
Computational Model Predicts Intravitreal Oxygen Content Similar to Experimental Measurements
As outlined in the Materials and Methods section, we developed an axisymmetric, steady-state, finite-element model for oxygen transport and consumption in the human vitreous ( Fig. 2A) . In the baseline model, intravitreal oxygen content is determined by three parameters: oxygen inflow at the inner retinal boundary, ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption in the vitreous body, and oxygen consumption (outflow) at the posterior of the lens. An average PO 2 of 20 mm Hg is assumed at the retinal surface with a mild concentration gradient from the posterior pole approaching the ora serrata. Ascorbatemediated oxygen consumption in the vitreous body is prescribed using the hyperbolic relation determined for intact vitreous (Fig. 1) . At the posterior lens surface, a linear oxygen consumption rate with concentration (0.02 lL/h/mm Hg of oxygen) is specified as found previously in rabbits. 25 Using these parameters, the model yields steady-state oxygen distributions in good agreement to those measured experimentally (Fig. 2B) . Oxygen tension rapidly decreases moving away from the retinal surface into the vitreous, 44, 45 with PO 2 decreasing over 15 mm Hg from the retina approaching the posterior surface of the lens. 6 Average oxygen content at the pars plana is greater than the vitreous core, 10 with similar concentrations to those measured experimentally (»10 mm Hg). 9 While ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption in the vitreous body was calculated directly from experimental measurements in humans, consumption at the posterior surface of the lens was estimated from in vivo rabbit data. 25 In the model, varying the concentration-dependent oxygen consumption rate at the posterior lens surface only affected oxygen content in the anterior half of the vitreous, with oxygen content near the lens reaching negligible quantities at a consumption rate of 0.08 lL/h/mm Hg (four times baseline; Fig. 3 ). Qualitatively, curve shape switched from exponentially decreasing to sigmoidal as lens consumption rates increased. Oxygen content at the posterior surface of the lens was approximately 3 mm Hg lower in the baseline model (0.02 lL/ h/mm Hg) relative to the no consumption case, similar to differences in oxygen content measured in phakic and pseudophakic patients. 12 This result suggested that the lens consumption rate estimated from rabbit data was a reasonable approximation for the human lens.
Next, we explored the impact of the spatial distribution of average oxygen inflow at the inner retina. Recall that in the baseline model we assume a mild PO 2 gradient from 22.5 mm Hg at the posterior pole to 17.5 mm Hg at the ora serrata. Here, we compare two additional distributions: constant PO 2 of 20 mm Hg at the retinal boundary, similar to cats, 29 and maximum PO 2 of 30 mm Hg at the posterior pole with a linear decrease to 10 mm Hg at the ora serrata, similar to gradients found in rabbits (Fig. 4) . 25 Oxygen profiles were qualitatively different, with a U-shaped profile in the constant inflow case (Fig. 4 , upper left) and a smoother distribution in the graded model (Fig. 4, upper right) . Constant oxygen inflow at the retinal surface led to a decrease in PO 2 of approximately 3 mm Hg ranging from the edge to the center of the lens (Fig. 4, upper  left) . In the high retinal inflow gradient model, however, PO 2 was more homogeneous across the lens surface (»1 mm Hg spatial variation; Fig. 4, upper right) .
In two previous experimental studies, Holekamp et al. 9 ,10 measured average oxygen content in the vitreous core and near the probe insertion point at the pars plana (Fig. 4, lower left) . These studies found a highly significant difference between regions (P < 0.003), with oxygen content approximately 2 mm Hg greater near the pars plana relative to the vitreous core. We computationally repeated this measurement by averaging oxygen content in a 1-mm window inside these regions (Fig.  4, lower right) . Oxygen content was lower in the vitreous core relative to the pars plana in both the constant inflow and baseline models (owing to the U-shaped distributions), with the opposite result found in the high inflow gradient model. Together, these results suggest either a constant oxygen inflow or a mild gradient to be reasonable first approximations for average oxygen content at the retinal surface.
To help validate our underlying assumption that local differences in oxygen content due to the presence of arteries, arterioles, veins, and venules could be neglected outside regions immediately adjacent to the retina, we prescribed an average PO 2 of 20 mm Hg at the retinal boundary, but with random spatial fluctuations (615 mm Hg) to generate sources and sinks (Fig. 5A) . Although this generates physiologically unrealistic vessel distributions due to the axisymmetric geometry, the impact of locally inhomogeneous versus spatially averaged oxygen inflow could be estimated with this approach. Similar to the baseline model, we found average PO 2 to drop to near 5 mm Hg at the posterior surface of the lens, as well as the characteristic U-shaped oxygen distribution outside the retinal vicinity (Fig. 5A ). When prospective arteries were surrounded by veins, oxygen was transported outward from the artery into the vitreous and laterally into the veins (Fig. 5B) , as previously proposed, 6 with intravitreal content normalizing within 200 to 500 lm of the retinal surface (Fig.  5C) , as observed experimentally. 44, 45 Results from this simulation supported our assumption that average oxygen inflow is a reasonable simplification when investigating intravitreal oxygen content outside of the immediate vicinity of the inner retinal surface. Moreover, several salient local transport effects were captured in the model, providing additional support for the suitability of the finite-element approach taken in this study.
In summary, we developed a finite-element model for oxygen transport in the human vitreous that predicts oxygen distributions similar to those measured experimentally. Ascorbate-mediated oxygen consumption in the vitreous body is determined directly from experimental data, while consumption at the lens surface and retinal inflow are estimated from animal studies. Such parameters are shown to be reasonable first approximations through comparison with relevant human data. Next, we use the model as a tool to explore how ascorbic acid-mediated oxygen consumption and age-related changes in vitreous structure affect oxygen levels at the posterior surface of the lens.
Ascorbic Acid Is an Important Regulator of Intravitreal Oxygen Content
Using the baseline model (Fig. 2) , we explored the effect of ascorbic acid (AsA)-mediated oxygen consumption in normal and perturbed environmental conditions. In normoxic conditions, AsA content was critical to reducing oxygen levels at the lens, as oxygen content tripled at the posterior of the lens when no ascorbate-mediated antioxidative capacity was prescribed in the vitreous (Fig. 6A ). Differences were comparatively lower between the normal and lower AsA conditions (see Fig. 1 ), suggesting that the antioxidative capacity of the degraded vitreous may still provide a significant source of oxygen consuming activity in physiologic conditions (Fig. 6A) . If the oxygen-consuming ability of the lens is reduced (e.g., due to possible age-related changes; Fig. 6B ) or the eye is exposed to prolonged hyperoxia (Fig. 6C) , differences in antioxidative capacity between intact and degraded vitreous are more substantial. On the other hand, in the case of reduced oxygen inflow (e.g., diabetic retinopathy), differences between high and low AsA on intravitreal oxygen content were negligible, but AsA-mediated consumption still played an important role in consuming oxygen (Fig. 6D) . Together, these simulations suggest that AsA-mediated oxygen consumption is critical to limit oxidative damage to the lens. Differences in AsA content between intact and liquefied vitreous change intravitreal oxygen profiles, with differences becoming most significant when oxygen content in the vitreous is increased (e.g., through reduced lens consumption or hyperoxic conditions).
Liquefaction, but Not Posterior Partial Vitreous Detachment, as a Major Risk Factor for Oxidative Damage to the Lens Lastly, we estimated the impact of common age-related structural changes in the vitreous body (liquefaction and partial posterior vitreous detachment [PVD]) on intravitreal oxygen content. As described in the Methods section, our goal was to simulate liquefaction through increasing the absolute diffusivity of the vitreous body (including transport effects due to both diffusion and convection). As a test case, we developed a model with 1 mm of intact vitreous surrounding a degraded (liquid) core (Fig. 7) . Increasing the diffusion coefficient from baseline (Fig. 7A , purple curve) caused oxygen content in the core to equilibrate, with solutions converging at a diffusion coefficient three orders of magnitude greater than baseline (Fig. 7A, red curve) . Prescribing random motion in the vitreous core showed a similar trend with solutions converging at flow velocities approaching 5 mm/s (Fig. 7B, 7B 0 ). Importantly, this convergence behavior was mesh-independent and consistent when alternative random flow patterns were prescribed. Because both perturbations produced similar qualitative trends, for better reproducibility and convergence we pre (Fig. 7) . In subsequent simulations for both cases, low AsA content was prescribed in tandem with liquefaction, as observed experimentally (see Fig. 1; liquefied condition) .
Regardless of the severity of liquefaction, degeneration greatly increased oxygen content in the vitreous (Fig. 8A) , approximately doubling and quadrupling oxygen levels near the lens in cases of low and high liquefaction, respectively. This result is supported by experimental studies that have shown a strong correlation between vitreous degeneration and lens nuclear opacification. 13 In addition to increasing overall content, liquefaction also changed the distribution of oxygen in the vitreous. Using the approach described in Figure 4 , we found that with increasing liquefaction, oxygen tension increased in the vitreous core relative to the pars plana (along with overall magnitude) due to equilibration, similar to trends observed experimentally following vitrectomy surgery (Fig.  8A 0 ). 9 As another test, we repeated the high liquefaction simulation in increasingly hypoxic conditions (Fig. 8B) . With inflow conditions set at one-third of baseline (Fig. 8B , green curve), PO 2 at the lens was nearly identical to intact, normal vitreous, while inflow two-thirds of baseline decreased oxygen exposure more than 5 mm Hg at the lens (Fig. 8B, red curve) . These simulations suggested that in the case of significant liquefaction, even small decreases in retinal oxygenation can protect the lens from oxidative damage. This result is supported by a recent study reporting no significant progression in nuclear opacity 1 year postvitrectomy in patients with ischemic diabetic retinopathy. 46 Another common age-related change to the vitreous body is PVD from the retina. Here, we specified a large posterior PVD (Fig. 9A ) with high liquefaction in the detached region. The remaining vitreous is specified to be intact (Fig. 9B) or mildly (Fig. 9C) . These results suggest structural degeneration of the vitreous body, but not the presence of a posterior PVD alone, as a significant risk factor for exposure of the lens to excess oxygen.
CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Liquefaction and surgical removal of the vitreous via pars plana vitrectomy are known risk factors for the development of nuclear cataracts, a disease caused in part by oxidative damage to the lens. Although oxygen distributions in intact and liquefied human vitreous in physiologic and hypoxic conditions have been explored experimentally, these data have not been assimilated into a computational model to unify these analyses. Here, we integrated measures of retinal inflow, lens consumption, and ascorbate-mediated vitreous consumption into a steady-state model for oxygen transport that reasonably reproduces experimental oxygen distributions in normal and liquefied vitreous, as well as in perturbed environmental conditions (Figs. 2-4, 8) . This approach provides mathematical backing and synthesis to previous investigations, allowing individual system components to be analyzed in a controlled fashion, tests often difficult to perform experimentally. Moreover, predictive insight into the etiology of nuclear cataracts is gained from the model, as illustrated by the impacts of ascorbate-mediated consumption, vitreous liquefaction, and partial vitreous detachment on oxygenation levels at the lens (Figs. 6, 8, 9) .
In developing the baseline model, experimental data from aged humans were used, and as such, results presented here are most relevant in comparing oxygen content between intact and degenerated adult vitreous. Indeed, it is likely that lens and vitreous consumption rates may be higher in children, where age-related structural and physiological changes have not accrued.
14 Compensatory mechanisms may be present in younger patients, perhaps explaining why this population is better protected from nuclear cataracts postvitrectomy or after hyperbaric oxygen treatment. 9 To our knowledge, however, vitreous oxygen distributions have not been measured in children and young adults, precluding the effects of early aging from being fully assessed. Metabolic changes in lens consumption and retinal inflow that occur with age are similarly not well understood and not included in the simulations. Despite these limitations, the effects of age-related changes on these processes (e.g., decreases in lens consumption [ Fig. 3 Not directly addressed in the current study are the dynamics of oxygen transport across the posterior chamber. We found low oxygen tension (»8 mm Hg) in the most anterior vitreous near its interface with the posterior chamber (Fig. 2B) , in reasonable agreement with a past study that measured PO 2 well inside the posterior chamber to be near 5 mm Hg. 12 These relatively small differences in oxygen content support a ''no flux'' boundary condition between the vitreous and posterior chambers as a reasonable first approximation. Future experimental and computational efforts should more accurately characterize the dynamics of oxygen transport across this boundary and inside the posterior chamber, including oxygen inflow from the ciliary body and iris vasculatures, lens consumption, ascorbate content in the aqueous, as well as transport between the posterior and anterior chambers.
Here, and in a related study, 14 we showed that liquefied vitreous maintains antioxidative abilities (Figs. 1, 6A) , despite lower levels of ascorbate in degraded (»1.2 mM), relative to intact vitreous (»2.0 mM). Because liquefied vitreous retains this antioxidative ability, we speculate that most of the oxidative damage that occurs to the lens with age may be due to enhanced convective transport (Fig. 8) . Using realistic viscoelastic material properties, future studies should more accurately assess the effects of fluid mixing on oxygen transport during eye movements in intact and degraded (e.g., aged or pharmacologically digested) vitreous. Although it was beyond the scope of the present study to explicitly model the effects of intravitreal flow following liquefaction, with our current approach, we delineated an appropriate liquefaction range and showed that even modest degeneration can substantially increase oxygen content at the lens.
Results from this study also highlight important future directions for cataract prevention, namely preserving, or restoring the structure of the vitreous body. Because posterior PVD did not significantly affect oxygen levels at the lens in intact and slightly liquefied vitreous (Fig. 9) , it can be inferred that procedures aimed at preserving the anterior half of the vitreous body may be rational approaches for mitigating or delaying the onset of nuclear cataracts. This analysis would predict that limited, or minimally destructive, vitreous surgeries (as opposed to full vitrectomy) could greatly maintain postoperative lens function. Moreover, if pharmacologic vitreolysis is used, 47 future work should focus on targeting these digestions locally to problematic regions (e.g., sites of vitreoretinal traction) as opposed to digesting the entire vitreous. Lastly, these results predict that delaying or reversing biomechanical changes that occur to the vitreous with age to be an important pharmacologic target for improving long-term ocular health.
In summary, we have developed a steady-state, finiteelement model for oxygen transport in the vitreous. The model captures intravitreal oxygen content similar to experiments in normal conditions, as well as following biophysical and environmental perturbations. These results demonstrate the importance of ascorbic acid as a vitreous antioxidant and support liquefaction and associated enhanced convective transport between the retina and lens as a major mechanism for nuclear cataract postvitrectomy. Future work should focus on developing minimally invasive vitreous surgery techniques and restorative treatments for degraded vitreous.
